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Star wars final order stormtrooper

Fictional military power in the Star Wars franchise This article depicts an opera or an element of fiction in a style primarily in the universe. Please help rewrite it to explain fiction more clearly and provide non-fictional perspective. (February 2017) (Learn and when to remove this template message) The First Emblem Order and flag[1] of the first command-type military dictatorship, the military junta, the rump state[2] SeparatistFondAfter
the Battle of Jakku in 5 ABY of the remnants of the Galactic EmpireFateDefeated in 35 ABY after the Battle of ExegolLocationStar Wars galaxyLeaderPalpatine (5-35 ABY; Secret)[3]Supreme Leader: Snoke (5–34 ABY) Kylo Ren (34–35 ABY) KeyMen Grand Admiral Rae Sloane Commander Brendol Hux General Armitage Hux Captain Phasma Allegiant General Enric Pryde Enmistros Resistance New Republic (defeated) New Jedi
Order The First Order is a fictional autocratic military dictatorship in the Star Wars franchise, introduced in the 2015 film Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Formed after the fall of the Galactic Empire after the events of Return of the Jedi (1983), the First Order is the central antagonistic faction in the sequel trilogy. Aside from movies, the First Order appears in various related Star Wars media. In The Force Awakens, the First Order is
commanded by Supreme Leader Snoke and attempts to destroy the New Republic, the Resistance and Luke Skywalker. Snoke's apprentice, Kylo Ren, is the master of the Knights of Ren, a mysterious group of elite warriors working with the First Order. In the 2017 sequel The Last Jedi, Ren kills Snoke and becomes the new Supreme Leader. In the film The Rise of Skywalker 2019, the First Order sides with the Final Order, an
armada of Star Destroyers built by Palpatine, who is discovered to secretly control the First Order through his puppet ruler, Snoke, before the latter was usurped by Ren. [4] [5] Origin representations according to Star Wars: The Force Awakens: The Visual Dictionary (2015) and the novel Star Wars: Aftermath trilogy by Chuck Wendig, after the Galactic Empire was defeated in Return of the Jedi at the Battle of Endor in 4 ABY,
thousands of worlds rose up to join the Rebel Alliance and destroy the disorganized Empire, which fell victim to warlordism. The Alliance officially reorganized itself as the New Republic and recaptured the Central Worlds, including the galactic capital Coruscant. A year after Endor, the remaining imperial fleet made one last massive counteroffensive attempt that peaked on the planet Jakku, the biggest battle of the war since Endor. The
imperial counteroffensive was decisively defeated. The rest of the imperial forces were pushed back to a handful of sectors at the edge of the outer edge, containing only a small part of the galaxy's population and industrial base. These sectors were a heavily fortified final re-establishment, and the New Republic considered that they posed too little threat to justify that their release would require. The New Republic forced the Empire to
settle for the Galactic Concordance, a humiliating truce agreement that imposed strict disarmament plans and punished reparations for the remaining imperials. [6] [7] The Aftermath Trilogy established the imperial admiral Rae Sloane, introduced as captain in John Jackson Miller's 2014 novel A New Dawn,[9] as well as in Brendol Hux's command as the de facto founders of the First Order, with Sloane, after reaching the rank of Grand
Admiral, thus severing the term first order because it established the reborn empire that would eventually take this name. [10] She is further inferred as a future mentor figure for General Hux, who appears as a child in Empire's End. [10] Over time, elements of the Imperial Remnants reorganized, becoming a firmly-rooted and isolationist hermit kingdom, who spent the next three decades informing a cold war against the New Republic,
gradually rebuilding its military force and secretly rearming itself in violation of its truce agreements. The western Empire has secretly expanded from its few original sectors (in the galactic north), aggressively pushing into the Unknown Regions (unexplored areas of the territory of the galactic west) to confiscate new undeveloped worlds to supplement its resource base, as well as to build new shipyards and industrial infrastructureaway
from the eyes of the New Republic. The 2016 star wars: Bloodline of 2016 explained this faction officially reorganized into the First Order, and this final transition took place just six years before The Force Awakens. At that time, the Senate of the New Republic became divided into two parties: the populists led by Leia Organa, who wanted to decentralize authority, and the centrists, who wanted power to remain concentrated in a strong
central government. Many of the centrists were former imperials who admired the old Empire for bringing order to the galaxy, and who feared that without strong central control the New Republic would become as weak and ineffective as the Old Republic. Eventually, many centrist worlds separated from the New Republic to reunite with the imperial remains at the edge of the galaxy and officially combined into a new government called
the First Order. The conspirators of the first order publicly revealed that Leia was in fact Darth Vader's daughter, along with her political position among the remaining populists. [12] The vast majority of the worlds of the New Republic remained intact, but with the exodus of centrists, its Senate became dominated by the rest of the populists, who favored decentralization and demilitarization, not confrontation. Even after these events,
the remaining Senate majority were happy to see the centrists leave, feeling that the new First Order still controlled far too few sectors of the galaxy to ever pose a threat. to galactic peace. In their view, it was easier to leave Centrist. Centrist. to leave peacefully of their own free will and join the imperial worlds, rather than fight in a war to keep them by force. The New First Order came to be led by the mysterious Force Bender known
as Supreme Leader Snoke, who was secretly created by the resurrected Emperor Palpatine to control the First Order after he purged his previous leadership. [5] Through Snoke, Palpatine seduced Leia's son, Ben Solo, on the dark side of the Force, who renamed himself Kylo Ren. [5] In turn, to the dark side, Ben/Kylo slaughtered most of his uncle Luke Skywalker's Jedi apprentices (the rest joining him) and destroyed his new
academy. Blaming himself, Luke fled into self-imposed exile to search for the old first Jedi Temple. Meanwhile, Kylo Ren took a position of Snoke's right-hand man in the First Order Army. With its political position severely weakened, and the Senate of the New Republic blocked and did not want to recognize the military accumulation of the First Order, Leia Organa decided to withdraw and form her own private army, known as the
Resistance, to fight the First Order within its own borders. He joins other members of the former Rebel Alliance, such as Admiral Ackbar. The New Republic Public continues to disavow direct association with the Resistance in order to maintain plausible denial, and although the Senate majority does not want to intervene against the First Order, several private senators channel funds and resources for resistance. This state of affairs
continued for the next six years until the events of The Force Awakens. [6] [7] Comic writer Charles Soule, creator of the 2015 Marvel Comics Star Wars: Poe Dameron series, explained that just before the events of The Force Awakens, the New Republic and the First Order are in a position of relaxation, and although there were a few small clashes between the Resistance and the First Order, it is a kind of Cold War. [13] The Army,
the second Order's hands of sectors, simply did not possess the galaxy-level resources on which the old Empire used to rely, and, in addition, the armistice treaties with the New Republic imposed strict limitations on how many ships could physically build. Therefore, unlike the tactics of the ancient Galactic Empire, the Army of the First Order had to adapt to a more qualitative philosophy on quantity, effectively using what has few
resources. Culturally, the Sith philosophies of the Galactic Empires have been incorporated and simplified. His army is built on the survival of the most powerful; If a soldier cannot fulfill his duty and dies serving the First Order, then so be it. The order can only become stronger by sacrificing the weak in their ranks. [14] A major plot point in The Last Jedi is that the First Order has developed a new hyperspatial tracking technology,
allowing them to to track enemy ships through hyperspace from one jump to another (until one or the other runs out of This technology was first mentioned in the passage in Rogue One as another Empire research project was beginning to develop nearly forty years before. However, it seems that such technology existed during a new hope, since Darth Vader was able to track Tantive IV from Scarif to Tatooine even through
hyperspace. Starfleet main items: Star Destroyer and TIE fighter Star Destroyers The First Order did not have the resources to build and team up with thousands of Star Destroyers. While its fleet is a fraction of the size of the imperial fleet at its height, on a one-for-one basis its new ships are much more powerful. In addition, they boast 30 years of advances in military technologies compared to the old Empire. As a result, the First
Order now deploys starships, would be the new Resurgent-class Star Destroyer, almost twice the size of the old Imperial Star Destroyer of the class which it replaced as the basic element of the fleet of the first Order. With a naval doctrine that accepted the renewed importance of starfighters in their overall strategy, the Resurgent class adopted the transport-centric models of the Galactic Republic Venator-class Star Destroyer. TIE
pilot body of TIE fighters first order, designated TIE/fo, are more advanced than the old Empire TIE/ln model, and show a greater concern for unit strength and survival. The Special Forces of the First Order use a stronger-armed tie/sf variant. Visually, their color scheme is reversed from the old imperial design: Empire TIE fighters have black solar panels on a light gray metal frame, while First Order TIE fighters have white solar panels
on a dark metal frame. [6] The Last Jedi also introduces a new starfighter element into the First Order fleet, the TIE Silencer superiority fighter. Similarly, TIE interceptors were the next generation of fighter jets that began to phase out the original Imperial TIE fighter jets, TIE Silencers are a next-generation fighter given only to the most elite units. Visually, they resemble a cross between a TIE interceptor and Darth Vader's TIE
Advanced x1 prototype, being wider and more elongated, while boasting weapons and heavier shields to cope with the X wings headfirst. Their technical name is TIE/vn (because in previous projects, the ship has been called TIE vendetta). Kylo Ren flies his own TIE Amortizer in The Last Jedi, which he uses to attack the Raddus Resistance ship. In The Rise of Skywalker, another new TIE, TIE Whisper, is introduced. This fighter is
similar to the TIE silencer, but has a more spherical fuselage under typical TIE lines. Kylo Ren uses TIE Whisper as a personal craft in The Rise of using two ships in his pursuit both Palpatine and Rey; both used ships are destroyed by Rey. Troop shipments For surface space delivery, the first order is also seen deploying several standard troop shipments. Elite units and high-value command staff, such as Kylo Ren, use shuttle, a
stylistic evolution of the old shuttle Imperial Lambda class T-4a (but without the third wings on top, and now sporting large wings that retreat on themselves upon landing). Dreadnoughts The Last Jedi introduces several ships of the First Order. Class IV Commander Siege Dreadnoughts are larger, but rarer than The Resurgent-class Star Destroyers, used as orbital bombing platforms, which can functionally wipe the population centers
of entire planets (albeit by conventional weapons, only short of being considered superweapons). Piticing even these other ships are Snoke's supreme personal pilot and mobile capital, Mega-class Star Dreadnought Supremacy: a ship in the shape of a wing larger than it is long, the size of a small country. Supremacy measures 60 kilometers at its widest width— equal to about 18 Resurgent-class star destroyers aligned from end to
end. Ground Forces Main Article: Stormtrooper (Star Wars) The First Order uses a quality-over-quantity philosophy with its soldiers and staff. Unable to recruit quadrillions of soldiers to fill its ranks Stormtrooper, but do not want to invest huge resources in the reproduction of an armed clone produced quickly, The First Order Stormtroopers are kidnapped from their homeworlds and trained from birth, raised their entire lives for no other
purpose. Soldiers and first-class crews have been constantly trained for combat in war games and simulations, making them far more effective one-on-one than the endless waves of Stormtrooper recruits fielded by the old Empire. First Order Stormtroopers are regularly put through mental indoctrination and propaganda programs, to make sure that they remain fanatically loyal and never hesitate or question orders. Soldiers don't even
get individual names for themselves, but only serial numbers, would be FN-2187. [6] The first order stormtroopers are deployed officially in teams of ten, with the tenth place reserved for a heavy weapons specialist as the mission's needs require: usually a heavy cannon, but sometimes also flamethrowing troops, or riot troops equipped with energy batons (which are otherwise capable of blocking a lightsaber). [6] The design of the
stormtroopers' usual and hard-to-bear gun armor bears significant similarities to the design used by the Galactic Empire, such as the headphone visor, nasal filters, and the general shape. However, the filter has been expanded, among other practical features. According to the first-order officer, Captain Phasma, not even a Wookiee could crush the armor. Some stormtroopers held high ranks a significant improvement from the one-
ranking system of the Empire. These were indicated by the color of shoulder pauldrons. In the rare cases where a stormtrooper wins the rank of captain, they have often won a blasterproof cape. Occasionally she's changing her outfit even further — Captain Phasma made blasterproof copies, chrome d'all of her equipment and greatly improved the views of the headset viewfinder. Captain Cardinal, Cardinal, the bodyguard of a
founding father of the First Order, received almost all the red armor from his superior as a sign of confidence. Introduced in The Rise of Skywalker, a new variant of troopers were introduced in the form of jet bands, equipped with G125 projectile launchers and jet packages. The First Order also fields its own evolution of the old AT series of armored transporters, AT-M6, used as a heavy siege weapon. The older Dwarfing AT-AT, AT-
M6 has numerous design improvements, including heavy-wire-cut cable-cutters mounted on its feet, to avoid being tripped again as the AT-AT were at the Battle of Hoth. These cutters are positioned in such a way that the AT-M6 goes on the knuckles instead of the pads of its feet, which-combined with a heavy siege cannon, which gives it a hunched-over-give AT-M6 look an almost gorilla-like profile compared to more elephant like
AT-AT. Representations in the film The Force Awakens (2015) In the film, the First Order is led by a mysterious figure named Snoke, who assumed the title of Supreme Leader. [8] Like the Empire before them, the Order commands a vast force of stormtroopers. [15] [16] The First Order also uses regular versions of the Special Forces of the Empire's venerable warrior TIE. [17] Its main base of operations is Starkiller Base,[18] a
planet of mobile ice that has transformed into a superweapon capable of destroying entire star systems throughout the galaxy by burning through hyperspace. [15] Starkiller's core commander is General Hux, a ruthless young officer dedicated to the Order. [19] Snoke is a powerful figure on the dark side of the Force and has corrupted Ben, son of Han Solo and Leeia Organa, who was the apprentice of his uncle, Jedi Master Luke
Skywalker. Masked and using the name Kylo Ren, he is one of Snoke's executors, just as his grandfather Darth Vader was the executor of Emperor Palpatine during the days of the Empire decades earlier. Kylo is the master of the Knights of Ren, a mysterious group of elite warriors working with the First Order. [20] [21] Kylo and Hux are rivals for Snoke's approval,[22] and the third member of the Triumvirate Commander of the First
Order is the formidable Captain Phasma, commander of stormtroopers. [23] Kylo is looking for Luke, who disappeared a few years earlier. Snoke believes that as long as Luke lives, a new generation of Jedi Knights can rise again. The First Order launches a preemptive strike on Hosnian Prime, the current capital of the Republic of the New Republic (as well as the sun of Hosnian Prime and the other planets in the Hosnian system
(Hosnian Prime's solar system), as well as on the spacecraft there), by testing the Starkiller superweapon. This devastating first blow takes the New Republic completely by surprise, not only killing most of its leadership in the Galactic Senate, but erasing a of the basic military fleets of the New Republic. This paves the way for a Blitzkrieg resulting from the rest of the galaxy by Order, using the disproportionately powerful army he's
rebuilt over the past three decades. Kylo fails to recover the map fragment that would lead him to Luke, and the Resistance manages to destroy the Starkiller Base moments before he can fire on the resistance base on D'Qar, although Kylo and General Hux are able to escape the explosion, as well as Captain Phasma offscreen. The Last Jedi (2017) At the beginning of the last Jedi, the First Order fleet attacked the Resistance Base on
the planet D'Qar. Poe Dameron warmly conducts an attack against a MandateER IV-class Siege Dreadnought - one of only a handful of heavy orbital bombing platforms in the fleet of The First Order - and manages to destroy it, but at the cost of the entire bomber wing of the Resistance. Kylo Ren leads an attack in his TIE silencer, destroying several Resistance fighters. First-order TIEs destroy the Resistance carrier ship, destroying
the Resistance's leadership. General Leia survives, but is incapacitated. Vice-Admiral Holdo takes control of the resistance fleet while Leia recovers. The First Order tracks the small resistance fleet through a hyperspace jump using the new hyperspatial tracking technology. Remaining fuel-free, the remaining resistance fleet is pursued by the First Order. This turns into a siege-like battle of attriation because, one by one, the smaller
Resistance ships run out of fuel and are destroyed by the first-class fleet. Finn and a Resistance mechanic, Rose, embark on a mission to disable the First Order tracking device. Meanwhile, Kylo Ren kills Snoke, replacing him as Supreme Leader of the First Order. Poe Dameron staged a revolt against Holdo, believing her to be inept and without a plan. Holdo reveals, however, that she did not trust Poe with her plan because of his
reckless attack on dreadnought. The plan is for the Resistance to flee in cloaked shuttles to an old Rebel Alliance base on planet Crait, while Holdo remains on the Resistance command ship. The First Order, however, discovers the ruse, destroying most of the shuttle. Finn and Rose locate the tracking device, but are captured by Captain Phasma. Holdo sacrifices himself by leading the Resistance command ship to jump directly into
Snoke's flagship, destroying much of the first order fleet in the process. Finn manages to kill Captain Phasma and escape with Rose to Crait. The First Order blows up the door of the Rebel base with the miniaturized Death Star technology. Leia sends transmissions to the Allies in the Outer Edge begging for help, but they inexplicably do not appear. Likewise, the First Order violates the base, Luke Skywalker seems to be challenging
them. A complete barrage of their artillery has no effect on Luke, so Kylo Ren comes down to duel with him personally. Ren realizes that Luke is a projection of the Force; In As Ren is distracted, the surviving resistance escapes from the planet. [24] The Rise of Skywalker (2019) The Rise of Skywalker takes place one year after The Last Jedi. First Order now led by supreme leader Kylo Ren after Snoke's death. General Allegiant
Pryde, who served Palpatine in the Empire,[25] joined General Hux at the top of the military hierarchy. Kylo Ren discovers a palpathine with physical deficiencies[26] in exile in the sith Exegol world. Palpatine reveals that he created Snoke as a puppet to control the First Order and built a massive Xyston-class Star Destroyer armada, the Final Order. In an attempt to form a new Sith Empire, Palpatine promises Kylo control of the fleet,
provided he finds and kills Rey, who is discovered to be Palpatine's niece. [27] Kylo begins to roam the galaxy for Rey. The resistance obtains information about Palpatina's location and embarks on a search to find Exegol. Hux reveals himself to have been a spy inside the First Order because of his contempt for Kylo Ren; he is discovered by Pryde and executed for treason. Rey faces Kylo Ren on Kef Bir at the wreck of the Second
Death Star. She implo after he is distracted by Leia calling him through the Force. Rey heals Kylo and runs away. After that, Kylo sees a vision of his father, Han Solo, through a memory. This causes Kylo to abandon the dark side and claim his identity as Ben Solo. Palpatine tells Pryde to erase Kijimi as a show of force and orders him to come to Exegol, effectively making Pride leader of the First Order. After encouragement from
Luke Skywalker's spirit, Rey uses the T-65B X wing to travel to Exegol and leads the resistance there. Finn and Poe attack the Eternal Sith forces while Rey confronts Palpatine himself. Lando Calrissian and Chewbacca arrive with reinforcements from all over the galaxy, and manage to defeat the remaining forces of the Eternal Sith. With the help of Ben and the spirits of the past Jedi, Rey eventually destroys Palpatine forever. [27]
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